Platinum West Rim with Helicopter, Boat & Skywalk (MLW5K)
Operated by:
Departing From:
To/Over:
Duration:
Transportation:
Meal:

Grand Canyon Coaches
Las Vegas
Ground Tour to Grand Canyon West Rim
Approximately 12 hours from hotel to hotel
Pick up provided from major Las Vegas hotels
Meal provided

Tour Includes:

Complimentary round trip hotel transfers from most major Las Vegas hotels
Views of the southwest desert and Hoover Dam
Bottled water throughout the tour
Morning snack and lunch included
Customized air conditioned touring vehicle
Admission to the Skywalk Glass Bridge
Helicopter flight to the floor of the canyon
Pontoon boat ride on the Colorado River

Languages:
English Only

Advisories:

For safety reasons, children under the age of 2 can not participate on this tour
Cameras are NOT allowed on the Skywalk. Lockers are available for personal items

Sample Itinerary:

Clients are picked up from most major hotels in Las Vegas
Check in and a light breakfast is provided before departing Las Vegas
Passengers board a customized touring vehicle for departure to the West Rim of the Grand Canyon
A brief is made at the O'Callaghan-Tillman Bridge for views and photos of Hoover Dam.
Travel through Mojave Desert past Joshua Tree Forest to the West Rim of the Grand Canyon
At Grand Canyon West Rim Terminal. Clients board helicopter for a descent to the canyon floor. (5-8 minutes each way)
Take a hike to the base of the river to board a pontoon boat. Enjoy a one-mile float trip on the Colorado River (Approx 15-20 minutes)
Clients are returned to the rim by helicopter and will board a motor coach for stops along rim
See an old western town at the Hualapai Ranch and watch gunfights and participate in cowboy activities
Walk along the rim starting at Eagle Point. Enjoy views of the eagle-like rock formation from the famous Skywalk Glass Bridge, Indian Cultural Village & other
points of interest
Nearly 360-degree views of the Grand Canyon from any spot at Guano Point with plenty opportunities of photo taking.
Clients will be provided with a meal voucher to enjoy a meal at one of the stops
Return to Las Vegas in comfort

Tour prices, components, and itineraries are subject to change without notice. Please reconfirm 24 hours prior to departure time by calling Reservations at 702-736-7243.

